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At some point or another most people through out the world will have used a cool box, standard or
motorised their uses are wide and varied and range from picnics and drinks holders to professional
catering transport to medical coolers. They act like fridges but with their insulation can keep your
goods hot or cold ensuring food or medical safety.

The Cool Box Company are an innovative forward thinking company based in the UK who
specialise in supplying a wide and varied range of cool boxes and gel packs, ice bricks, insulin
pouches, medical coolers as well as accessories such as trolleys. As well an assortment of colours
the cool boxes come in sizes up to 85 litres. After extensive research they decided to manufacture
their own cool box The Nomad has been hugely successful worldwide and the growth is expected to
continue as families are increasingly taking to the great outdoors. The beauty of The Nomad is it
can be specific to you, you choose a combination of colours different box colour to lid etc and we
can also personalise the cool box to incorporate your brand or company logo.

The innovative design is made with premium grade insulation which will keep your goods at the
desired temperature for longer. The interior is made from stainless steel which ensures it will never
erode, it also comes with a stellar 5 year warranty for that added peace of mind.

With a great cool box you need great quality gel packs; we are a one stop shop supplying all your
needs. Our range of gel packs come in an array of different sizes from the smaller 350grammes up
to the larger or more rigid at 1000grammes, we also supply high quality medical gel packs.

Have a look through out online catalogue at our designer cool boxes and order along with all your
necessary accessories today!
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Mary Porter - About Author:
Coolicebox.co.uk has the most diverse and wide ranging assortment of first-rate a gel packs which
can be customised to meet your every requirement. Our a cool box equipment is tailor made to suit
all needs.
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